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EDITOR’S
NOTE
The last decade was surely a breakthrough decade for technology. It invaded our homes and made itself an 
increasingly indispensable part of our lives. We saw the importance of technology rising in the agendas of 
politicians, entertainers, businessmen, leaders, and even spiritual leaders!

It brought the world closer together; it was also misused to rip apart people and destroy relationships. On one 
hand, it was being hailed as a major instrument of democratizing education. On the other hand, it was being 
widely used to spread misinformation and mislead people. Its proliferation opened newer career options for 
many, but also made many others wary of its intentions to replace humans in the workforce. Some wise men 
have said it is a good servant but a bad master. What I am trying to say here is that technology is just a tool. We 
must make effective use of it to further our cause and benefit society and not go astray.

This brings me to the Coronavirus outbreak in China, that has infected thousands of people and has put even 
more at risk. In such cases, timely dissemination of news is crucial to save lives. Turns out, an AI algorithm 
detected the outbreak before the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention had announced it. BlueDot, 
a global health monitoring platform, uses an AI-driven algorithm to analyzes global news, animal and plant 
disease networks, airline ticketing data and official announcements to predict epidemics. Also, robots are being 
used to treat a patient affected with this virus in the US. A great example of technology and humanity being 
allies. 

Sri Chaganty and Srinivasan Sundararajan have written, Blockchain Solution for CCPA Compliance. They 
have shed light on the California Consumer Privacy Act and why Blockchain-based Consent Management is 
emerging as a True Platform to empower individuals with their personal information.

Vasudevan Gopalan has written Analyze. He writes, “With Analyze having a Big Data platform under its hood, 
volumes of raw monitoring data, both structured and unstructured, can be ingested and grouped to build linkages 
and identify failure patterns.”

Suresh Kumar Ramasamy has written Proactive Monitoring. He writes, “It is important to have the right 
monitoring solution for an enterprise’s IT environment. More than that, it is imperative to leverage the right solution 
and deploy it for the appropriate requirements.”

Kerrie Hoffman has written Evolutionary Transitions and the Move to The Next Age™. She writes, “As business 
continues to accelerate, all companies have a choice to either keep up with the transformation or experience an 
increased level of friction in their quest to serve the customer.”

Gireesh Sreedhar KP has written Understanding Reinforcement Learning in five minutes. He writes, “The goal 
of reinforcement learning algorithms is to find the best possible action to take in a specific situation.”

Bargunan Somasundaram has written Design Thinking on Big Data Architecture for AI/ML platforms. He 
writes, “Big data is the megatrend because it turns data into information, information into insights and insights are 
the business!”

Nitu Singh has written My Journey at GAVS. She writes, “Through GAVS, I got the opportunity to travel down to 
the south of India, and experience the renowned hospitality of Chennai.”

Soumika Das
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GAVS HACKATHON 2020

On January 24, 2020, we conducted our first Hackathon, as part of a Hackathon series at our GAVS Chennai 
premises. It was a day buzzing with activity as the event had more than 170 students from top Engineering 
Colleges in Chennai & Kancheepuram, walk into our campus to participate in the event. The event was held in 
2 batches, with coding time of over 3 hours per batch. The event was conducted keeping in mind two of our 
major Hiring Strategies - Talent for Growth and Diversity hiring. 

Over 60% of the students who attended the event were female students and this further strengthened our 
view that women are truly excelling in STEM stream. In the words of our CEO, Sumit Ganguli – “The hands that 
rocked the cradle, crack the code.”.

The problem statements given at the Hackathon were categorized into 3 levels - Simple, Medium and 
Complex. The questions included Back-end, Dynamic programming, Database, etc. Candidates were given 
the option to choose their own programming language to solve the problems. And our evaluation criteria were 
simple, each problem statement had its own weightage and time depending on its complexity. 70% and above 
was set as the qualifying criteria.

We look forward to engaging with more dynamic and top talent through the course of this year. Keep watching 
this space to stay updated on the all the exciting activities as GAVS.
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BLOCKCHAIN 
SOLUTION 
FOR CCPA 
COMPLIANCE

Srinivasan SundararajanSri Chaganty

What is CCPA?

The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) is astate 
statute intended to enhance consumer protection 
and data privacy rights of the residents of California, 
United States. It is widely considered one of the most 
sweeping consumer privacy laws, giving Californians 
the strongest data privacy rights in the U.S.

Any individual, irrespective of nationality, who qualifi es 
as a California resident per the CCPA defi nition is 
covered under this law. CCPA empowers individuals 
who continue to meet the California residency 
requirements, with lifetime rights to ownership, 
control and security of their personal information and 
imposes new responsibilities on businesses:

• Consumers to be treated as owners of their 
personal information, under all circumstances

• Consumer consent, opt-in/out and delete 
mechanisms to be provided for data collection, 
its usage, sharing and/or monetization

• Complete transparency to honour fundamental 
consumer right to know every detail on the what 
and how of collection, usage, sharing and selling 
of their personal data

• Non-discrimination in terms of price or service 
irrespective of CCPA rights they may have 
exercised

• Privacy policy to be updated based on CCPA’s 
requirements and made publicly available

Is it applicable to my organization?

CCPA is applicable to any for-profi t organization, 
regardless of its physical location, that interacts with, 
does business with and/or collects, processes or 
monetizes consumer data of California
residents, and meets one or more of the criteria 
below:

• Has gross annual revenue in excess of $25 million 
USD
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• Deals with the personal information of 50,000 
or more California consumers, households, or 
devices

• Earns 50% or more of its annual revenue by 
monetizing such data

Why is it important for my organization to comply 
with CCPA?

In the increasingly complex digital landscape, data 
privacy and security have become major areas of 
concern across the globe. Legislations like GDPR 
(Europe) and CCPA (USA) provide a legal framework to 
rein in businesses that exploit consumer data and give 
back to consumers true control over their personal 
data and establish digital trust.

• Increasing occurrences of data breaches and 
consumer privacy violations make digital trust a 
major challenge. Total compliance will involve 
careful planning and execution for lifetime 
maintenance

• Organizations could find themselves embroiled 
in lawsuits and/or face monetary penalties if 
they are not careful about data security and 
compliance, since CCPA empowers consumers 
to sue the errant business, if their personal 
information is used without consent, or stolen 
due to a data breach

• Of course, any organization that truly complies 
with privacy laws like CCPA & GDPR in letter and 
spirit, and respects the consumer as the sole 
custodian of their data, will stand to gain their 
trust and goodwill

Consent Management

The first and foremost action item for an organization 
aiming for compliance with data privacy laws is to 
understand where and how they store the personal 
data of their customers (the terms customer 
and consumer are used interchangeably in this 
document). They should also have a thorough 
strategy in place to manage consumer consent. 
Consent management is responsible for managing 
consumers’ consent generation, updates, withdrawals 
and data disposal mandates.

Blockchain Technology for Consent Management

Most Data Privacy solutions in the market help prove 
compliance to consumers and authorities, but are 
not comprehensive enough to achieve the real intent 
behind these legislations. In this context, Blockchain-
based Consent Management is emerging as a True 
Platform to empower the consumer with full control 
over their personal information.

Blockchain is a disruptive technology similar to the 
Internet in how it is dramatically transforming the 
way businesses transact with one another and with 
the consumers. Blockchain technology supports the 
integrity, the non-repudiation and the versioning of 
consents in a public verifiable way without any trusted 
parties. Blockchain based solutions provide trust 
improvement and immutability due to impossibility of 
falsification.

Blockchain is a distributed ledger that consists of 
cryptographically signed, irrevocable transactional 
records, based on shared consensus among all 
participants in the network. A blockchain is intrinsically 
decentralized and consensus-based, and every 
transaction is signed by the transaction owner’s 
cryptographic keys, and so it is perceived as the 
best way to ensure ownership of consumer private 
information.

Master Data Management (MDM) methodology is the 
industry-standard to consolidate multiple sources of 
master data and create a single version of truth. While 
MDM enables organizations to create a golden master 
record per consumer from the varied data sources, 
it has to be extended with consent management 
features to enable the consumer to truly own their 
data and exercise options like Do Not Sell or Delete. A 
golden record represents a unified and cleansed view 
of many disparate sources of information.

With the powerful combination of cryptography-
based Master Data Management and Consent 
Management capabilities of Blockchain, organizations 
can provide robust data protection to their consumers. 
This approach overcomes the limitations of other data 
privacy solutions and safeguards the business and 
its consumers with comprehensive data privacy and 
security.

Limitations of Current Solutions for Consumer 
Consent Management

Existing solutions claiming to provide consent 
management (governance, granularity, traceability) 
show less suitability due to several disadvantages like:

• Consent applicability limited to the particular 
application/website/company providing the 
solution

• Consents not shareable across applications and/
or information systems

• Consents not auditable by third parties
• Respect for privacy in “all or nothing” mode

Most quick-fix solutions provide a customized 
cookie banner with a Do Not Sell My Info link to get 
consumer preference (as seen in the image below).
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While the cookie banner solution is an easy 
workaround, it has the following limitations:

• Since websites are not the only points of 
consumer data capture, this is a partial solution 
that does not take care of the myriad other ways 
data could be obtained

• The cookie banner will accept consent from any 
website user and the true identity of the end 
user may not be verifiable unless they have a 
password-protected account with the business

• Even if user identity is verified, this solution 
does not prevent a data breach that exposes 
confidential information, hurting the consumer 
and the business in the process

GAVS’ Rhodium Framework for CCPA Compliance & 
Extended Customer Data Management

Given the limitations of current market solutions 
for data privacy and also the organizational need 
to consolidate customer data from multiple 
business entities into a single golden record, GAVS 
addressed the problem with a blockchain based 
solution. The data owner can manage consent with 
precision & granularity. He can grant read/write 
access and specify duration of consent validity 
for each user he wants to give access to. Also, the 
consent management function is shareable across 
applications.

GAVS’ Rhodium Customer MDM & CCPA Compliance Solution
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GAVS’ Rhodium Framework (patent pending) for 
Customer Master Data Management and  ompliance
with Data Privacy Laws like GDPR and CCPA:

• Enables consolidation of multiple customer data 
sources and links them to a golden record, while 
still maintaining the respective business entity’s 
ownership of the data

• Provides cryptography-based access to end 
consumers and allows them to truly own their 
personal information and exercise options like Do 
Not Sell, Delete, Opt-in and Opt-Out

• Has extensions to monetarily compensate 
consumers for access to their data

• Enables organizations to accommodate 
consumer relationships like family, friends, and 
co-workers in data privacy options

• Provides rich features like Match and Merge, to 
perform core MDM functions like duplicate record 
identification & elimination using semantic search, 
and cleansing of incorrect data

• Stores meta data, and immutable audit trail 
augmented with analytics to provide complete 
transparency, lineage and traceability of 
consumer master data and data privacy related 
interactions

Srinivasan Sundararajan:
Srini is a seasoned IT Professional with expertise in 
Social, Mobility, Analytics and Cloud Computing. 
He develops solutions that are futuristic in nature 
and in alignment with industry analysts. Srini is 
passionate about technical blogging. He is ranked 
as one of the top bloggers in the technology space 
and has a strong follower base.

About the Authors:

Sri Chaganty:
Sri is a Serial Entrepreneur with over 30 years’ 
experience delivering creative, client-centric, 
value-driven solutions for bootstrapped and 
venture-backed startups.

 In Conclusion

Gartner has identified Transparency and Traceability 
as one among the top 10 strategic technology trends 
in their research paper on Technology Trends for 2020. 
According to Gartner:

• Consumers are increasingly aware that 
their personal information is valuable and 
consequently demanding control

• Organizations recognize the risk in managing and 
securing sensitive personal data

• Governments are implementing stricter 
legislations to ensure compliance. Transparency 
and Traceability are critical elements that stop the 
encroachment and support today’s digital ethics 
and privacy needs

GAVS’ Rhodium Framework (patent pending) is one 
of the earliest attempts to utilize the power of Master 
Data Management and Blockchains. This technology-
led solution will truly empower organizations to be 
in total compliance with legislations like GDPR and 
CCPA and also go a few steps further in doing what is 
ethically right – provide all-encompassing protection 
for their consumers’ data.
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ANALYZE

Vasudevan Gopalan

Have you heard of AIOps?

Artificial intelligence for IT operations (AIOps) is 
an umbrella term for the application of Big Data 
Analytics, Machine Learning (ML) and other Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) technologies to automate the 
identification and resolution of common Information 
Technology (IT) problems. The systems, services and 
applications in a large enterprise produce immense 
volumes of log and performance data. AIOps uses this 
data to monitor the assets and gain visibility into the 
working behaviour and dependencies between these 
assets.

According to a Gartner study, the adoption of AIOps 
by large enterprises would rise to 30% by 2023.

ZIF – The ideal AIOps platform of choice

Zero Incident FrameworkTM (ZIF) is an AIOps based 
TechOps platform that enables proactive detection 
and remediation of incidents helping organizations 
drive towards a Zero Incident Enterprise™

ZIF comprises of 5 modules, as outlined in the image.

At the heart of ZIF, lies its Analyze and Predict (A&P) 
modules which are powered by Artificial Intelligence 
and Machine Learning techniques. From the business 
perspective, the primary goal of A&P would be 100% 
availability of applications and business processes.

Come, let us understand more about the Analyze 
function of ZIF.

With Analyze having a Big Data platform under 
its hood, volumes of raw monitoring data, both 
structured and unstructured, can be ingested and 
grouped to build linkages and identify failure patterns.

Data Ingestion and Correlation of Diverse Data

The module processes a wide range of data from 
varied data sources to break siloes while providing 
insights, exposing anomalies and highlighting risks 
across the IT landscape. It increases productivity and 
efficiency through actionable insights. 

• 100+ connectors for leading tools, environments 
and devices

• Correlation and aggregation methods uncover 
patterns and relationships in the data

Noise Nullification

Eliminates duplicate incidents, false positives and any 
alerts that are insignificant. This also helps reduce the 
Mean-Time-To-Resolution and event-to-incident ratio.
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• Deep learning algorithms isolate events that have 
the potential to become incidents along with their 
potential criticality

• Correlation and Aggregation methods group 
alerts and incidents that are related and needs a 
common remediation

• Reinforcement learning techniques are applied to 
find and eliminate false positives and duplicates

Event Correlation

Data from various sources are ingested real-time 
into ZIF either by push or pull mechanism. As the 
data is ingested, labelling algorithms are run to 
label the data based on identifiers. The labelled 
data is passed through the correlation engine where 
unsupervised algorithms are run to mine the patterns. 
Sub-sequence mining algorithms help in identifying 
unique patterns from the data.

Unique patterns identified are clustered using 
clustering algorithms to form cases. Every case that 
is generated is marked by a unique case id. As part 
of the clustering process, seasonality aspects are 
checked from historical transactions to derive higher 
accuracy of correlation.

Correlation is done based on pattern recognition, 
helping to eliminate the need for relational CMDB 
from the enterprise. The accuracy of the correlation 
increases as patterns reoccur. Algorithms also can 
unlearn patterns based on the feedback that can be 
provided by actions taken on correlation. As these are 
unsupervised algorithms, the patterns are learnt with 
zero human intervention.

Accelerated Root Cause Analysis (RCA)

Analyze module helps in identifying the root causes 
of incidents even when they occur in different 
silos. Combination of correlation algorithms with 
unsupervised deep learning techniques aid in 
accurately nailing down the root causes of incidents/
problems. Learnings from historical incidents are also 
applied to find root causes in real-time. The platform 
retraces the user journeys step-by-step to identify the 
exact point where an error occurs.

Customer Success Story – How ZIF’s A&P 
transformed IT Operations of a Manufacturing Giant

• Seamless end-to-end monitoring – OS, DB, 
Applications, Networks

• Helped achieve more than 50% noise reduction in 
6 months

• Reduced P1 incidents by ~30% through dynamic 
and deep monitoring

• Achieved declining trend of MTTR and an 
increasing trend of Availability

• Resulted in optimizing command centre/
operations head count by ~50%

• Resulted in ~80% reduction in operations TCO

For more detailed information on GAVS’ Analyze, or 
to request a demo please visit https://zif.ai/products/
analyze/

References:

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/how-to-
get-started-with-aiops/

About the Author:

Vasu heads Engineering function for A&P. He is 
a Digital Transformation leader with ~20 years of 
IT industry experience spanning across Product 
Engineering, Portfolio Delivery, Large Program 
Management etc. Vasu has designed and 
delivered Open Systems, Core Banking, Web / 
Mobile Applications etc.

Outside of his professional role, Vasu enjoys 
playing badminton and focusses on fitness 
routines.
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PROACTIVE 
MONITORING

Suresh Kumar Ramasamy

Is your IT environment proactively monitored?

It is important to have the right monitoring solution 
for an enterprise’s IT environment. More than that, 
it is imperative to leverage the right solution and 
deploy it for the appropriate requirements. In this 
context, the IT environment includes but is not 
limited to Applications, Servers, Services, End-
User Devices, Network devices, APIs, Databases, 
etc. Towards that, let us understand the need and 
importance of Proactive Monitoring. This has a direct 
role in achieving the journey towards Zero Incident 
EnterpriseTM. Let us unravel the difference between 
reactive and proactive monitoring.

Reactive Monitoring – When a problem occurs in an 
IT environment, it gets notified through monitoring 
and the concerned team acts on it to resolve the 
issue. The problem could be as simple as slowness/
poor performance, or as extreme as the unavailability 
of services like web site going down or server 
crashing leading to loss of business and revenue.

Proactive Monitoring – There are two levels of 
proactive monitoring, 

• Symptom-based proactive monitoring is all about 
identifying the signals and symptoms of an issue 
in advance and taking appropriate and immediate 
action to nip the root-cause in the bud.

• Synthetic-based proactive monitoring is achieved 
through Synthetic Transactions. Performance 
bottlenecks or failures are identified much in 
advance; even before the actual user or the 
dependent layer encounters the situation.

Symptom-based proactive monitoring is a USP of the 
ZIF Monitor module. For example, take the case of 
CPU related monitoring. It is common to monitor the 
CPU utilization and act based on that. But ZIF Monitor 
doesn’t just focus on CPU utilization, there are a lot of 
underlying factors which causes the CPU utilization to 
go high. To name a few,

• Processor queue length 
• Processor context switches
• Processes that are contributing to high CPU 

utilization

It is important to arrest these brewing factors at the 
right time, i.e., in the case of Processor Queue length, 
continuous or sustained queue of greater than 2 
threads is generally an indication of congestion at 
processor level. Of course, in a multiple processor 
environment, we need to divide the queue length 
by the number of processors that are servicing the 
workload. As a remedy, the following can be done

1. the number of threads can be limited at the 
application level 

2. unwanted processes can be killed to help close 
the queued items 

3. upgrading the processor will help in keeping the 
queue length under control, which eventually will 
control the CPU utilization. 

Above is a sample demonstration of finding the 
symptom and signal and arrest them proactively. ZIF 
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of transaction in an e-commerce website could 
be, as simple as login and view the product 
catalogue, or, as elaborate as login, view product 
catalogue, move item to cart, check-out, make-
payment and logout. For simulation purpose, 
dummy credit cards are used during payment 
gateway transactions.

2. Schedule the transactions – Whether it should 
run every 5 minutes or x hours or minutes.

3. Choose the location from which these 
transactions need to be triggered – The SM 
is available as on-premise or cloud options. 
Cloud SM provides the options to choose the 
SM engines available across globe (refer to the 
concentric circles  in the figure below).

This is applicable mainly for web based applications, 
but can also be used for the underlying APIs as well.

SM solution has engines which run the recorded 
transactions against the target application. Once 
scheduled, the SM engine hosted either on-premise 
or remotely (refer to the concentric circles in the 
figure shown as sample representation), will run the 
recorded transactions at a predefined interval. 

Monitor not only monitors these symptoms, but also 
suggests the remedy through the recommendation 
from SMEs.

Synthetic monitoring (SM) is done by simulating the 
transactions through the tool without depending on 
the end-user to do the transactions. The advantages 
of synthetic monitoring are,

• it uses automated transaction simulation 
technology

• it helps to monitor the environment round-the-
clock 

• it helps to validate from across different 
geographic locations 

• it provides options to choose the number of 
flows/transactions to be verified

• it is proactive – identifies performance 
bottlenecks or failures much in advance even 
before the actual user or the dependent layer 
encounters the situation

How does Synthetic Monitoring (SM) work?

It works through 3 simple steps,

1. Record key transactions – Any number of 
transactions can be recorded, if required, all the 
functional flows can be recorded. An example 
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The SM dashboard provides insights as detailed 
under the benefits section below.

Benefits of SM

As the SM does the synthetic transactions, it provides 
various insights like,

• The latency in the transactions, i.e. the speed 
at which the transaction is happening. This also 
gives a trend analysis of how the application is 
performing over a period.

• If there are any failures during the transaction, SM 
provides the details of the failure including the 
stack trace of the exception. This makes fixing 
the failure simpler, by avoiding the time spent in 
debugging.

• In case of failure, SM provides insights into the 
parameter details that triggered the failure.

• Unlike real user monitoring, there is the flexibility 
to test all flows or at least all critical flows without 
waiting for the user to trigger or experience it.

• This not only unearths the problem at the 
application tier but also provides deeper insights 
while combining it with Application, Server, 
Database, Network Monitoring which are part of 
the ZIF Monitor suite.

• Applications working fine under one geography 
may fail in a different geography due to various 
factors like network, connectivity, etc. SM will 
exactly pinpoint the availability and performance 
across geographies.

For more detailed information on GAVS’ Monitor, or to 
request a demo please visit, https://zif.ai/products/
monitor/

About the Author:

Suresh heads the Monitor component of ZIF at 
GAVS. He has 20 years of experience in Native 
Applications, Web, Cloud and Hybrid platforms 
from Engineering to Product Management. He 
has designed & hosted the monitoring solutions. 
He has been instrumental in putting together 
components to structure the Environment 
Performance Management suite of ZIF Monitor. 

Suresh enjoys playing badminton with his children. 
He is passionate about gardening, especially 
medicinal plants.
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EVOLUTIONARY 
TRANSITIONS 
AND THE MOVE 
TO THE NEXT 
AGE™

Kerrie Hoffman

We are living in amazing times! It’s a time of transition 
and great transformation. As business continues to 
accelerate, all companies have a choice to either 
keep up with the transformation or experience an 
increased level of friction in their quest to serve the 
customer. Choosing the path of transformation will 
ignite the move into the Digital Flow of Business – and 
there’s a lot less friction in the Digital Flow.

History of the Ages

I mentioned we are living in a time of transition and 
great transformation. Looking back at human history, 
we find descriptions of eras, ages, and revolutions. 
Here are some interesting points about this History. 

Everyone is familiar with the Hunting and Gathering 
Era which started almost 2M years ago1; the 
Agricultural Age which started in 10,000 BC2, and the 
Industrial Age which started in the mid to late 1700s3. 
But have you thought about the impetus for the start 
of each age?

In my research, I have found the impetus for moving 
between the ages is a trigger of some sort, followed 
by a significant change in the way business is 
conducted:

• The move into the agricultural age is when we 
moved from hunting and gathering to stationary 
farming with primitive irrigation. Stationary 
farming with irrigation was the trigger. This was 
a big change where people started to settle 
in villages and cities and sell their goods and 
services. A completely new way of living and 
working.

•  In the industrial revolution, we moved from 
small groups working with their hands to large 
organized departments working with Machines. 
Automation of manual work with machines 
was the trigger. This is where Corporations 
were eventually born. Another significant 
transformation in the way we live and work.

•  And in The Next Age™, we are fundamentally 
changing everything about the way we are 
used to working in the Industrial Age. The 
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Next Age™ started around the year 2000 when 
early-adopting technology companies started 
developing platforms with Next Age architected 
technology. The year exponential technology 
became mainstream and the move accelerated 
was 2007.

The Year 2007

 Here’s an interesting side note on the year 2007. Many 
people are familiar with the book The World is Flat, 
by Thomas Friedman. He also wrote the book Thank 
You for Being Late. Chapter 2 is titled “What the Hell 
Happened in 2007”. I recommend reading the entire 
chapter/book, but here’s a sneak peek at some of the 
things conceived and launched in 2007: the iPhone, 
Hadoop, GitHub, Android, Twitter, and Facebook take 
off, Kindle, ATT software-defined network, Airbnb 
was conceived, internet users crossed the 1b mark, 
Watson began to be built, Intel created new materials, 
it was the beginning of clean power industry, the cost 
of DNA sequencing began to shift dramatically, and 
more!

Signs of the Move to The Next Age™

Moving from one age to the next requires a trigger 
followed by transformation. Transformation in this 
context is defined as a substantial and dramatic 
change in operations, processes, and structures to 
run a business. 

Another sign we are in transition to The Next Age™ is 
the speed of business. Business is accelerating, we all 
feel this daily. Have you ever stopped to wonder why? 
This acceleration is largely due to rapid development 
of new technologies. In fact, technology is now being 
released at an exponential rate. Exponential growth 
in technology is the trigger for the move to The Next 
Age™. The challenge is, the adoption of these new 
technologies is lagging. 

Early on in Thomas Friedman’s book Thank You for 
Being Late, he shows a chart by Eric Teller. The chart 
shows that technology is already on the exponential 
part of its curve, however human adaptability is not, in 
fact, it has fallen behind and caused a gap. 

The impact this has on our businesses is profound. Do 
you have things in your business which used to work 
really well, and now not so much?  Why is this the 
case?

The Time to Transform is Now

It’s important we move now into adopting the 
transformation needed to keep our businesses 
relevant and growing strong. Interestingly, small 
business is moving somewhat organically into the 
next age partly out of necessity and partly because 
small businesses are comprised of small, nimble 
teams. 

To fill the gap between exponential technology 
growth and human adaptability, it’s important to 
change the way we work. The reality is companies 
need to exit the Industrial Age and enter The Next 
Age™. Here are some of the key ways to change the 
way you work in The Next Age™: 

• Practice Extreme Customer Centricity
• Work in small, end to end knowledgeable teams 

focused on customer micro-segments
• Adopt a Digitally Expanded Mindset™
• Master the Digital Flow Framework™

No matter the size of your business, companies in The 
Next Age™ work in small end-to-end knowledgeable 
teams with an extreme focus on the customer. For 
large companies and enterprises, this is a huge 
change requiring the breakdown of traditional 
siloed departments and micro-segmentation of 
the customer base. Extreme Customer Centricity 
means everyone understands the customer at a 
very deep level with strategy and process in place 
to solve customers’ issues, even when not part of 
the traditional product and service offerings of your 
company. 

The opportunity is immense. Since small businesses 
naturally operate this way, there is an opportunity 
for mid and large size companies to learn from and 
be serviced by small companies. Of course, this may 
require a mindset change in large enterprises. Beyond 
the mindset change required for businesses of all 
sizes to work together, is the need to adopt a Digitally 
Expanded Mindset.  

There are 5 aspects to a Digitally Expanded Mindset:

1. Behaviors and attitudes that see possibility in the 
digital era

2. A belief in the power of technology
3. An abundance mentality
4. Comfort with ambiguity
5. A growth outlook

You can read more about the 5 aspects of a Digitally 
Expanded Mindset in the article: Digital Mindset: 5 
Aspects that Drive Digital Transformation4 published in 
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the August 2019 edition of enGAge.
The transformation from one age to the next 
is no small feat. The best way to approach the 
transformation is to think of it as a journey where 
you break down the changes into several steps. 
There are 3 areas which need to be addressed: 
Talent, Operations, and Technology. The Digital Flow 
Framework™ breaks these areas down in detail. 
You can read more in the Forbes Article: Business 
Transformation Part 1: The Journey from Traditional 
Business to Digital Business.5

Lessons from History

There is a lot to learn from the transition we made 
to the Industrial Revolution starting centuries ago. 
The industrial revolution was a term popularized by 
the English economic historian Arnold Toynbee in 
the second half of the 1800s. He coined the term to 
describe Britain’s economic development starting 
in 1760 – so it was named the Industrial Revolution 
nearly 100 years after it started6.

This first Industrial Revolution was dominated by 
Britain that innovated first and adapted faster.  
Many other countries fell significantly behind from 
an economic standpoint. Britain’s vast economic 
development of the time created wealth and 
global significance. The second and third industrial 
revolutions were dominated by the US, once again 
creating global significance for the country innovating 
and adopting the new ways of working the fastest. 

Conclusion

There is a bit of a debate in present time to whether 
we are moving to the 4th and 5th Industrial Revolution 
or The Next Age™, which happens to have several 

debated names. Not surprising, since it took nearly 
100 years to ‘name’ the Industrial Revolution. Going 
back to the basics of a trigger, in this case exponential 
technology, and completely new ways of working 
being the key factors in moving to the next age, I think 
it’s safe to say we have exited the Industrial Age. 

The race is on to see who will dominate, or is 
domination even a thing in this age where abundance 
rules over scarcity? Looking at both the rate of 
innovation as well as ease of adoption it’s easy to 
see several Asian countries taking the lead. With 
the global nature of business, access to technology 
through devices, and an abundance of open 
source, we could be seeing the first time in human 
history where many countries rise to the occasion 
simultaneously and in partnership. The time to act 
is now. Accept the transformation challenge and 
increase your rate of adoption of new ways of working 
and exponential technology.
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UNDERSTANDING 
REINFORCEMENT 
LEARNING IN FIVE 
MINUTES

Reinforcement learning (RL) is an area of Machine 
Learning (ML) that takes suitable actions to maximize 
rewards situations. The goal of reinforcement learning 
algorithms is to find the best possible action to take 
in a specific situation. Just like the human brain, it is 
rewarded for good choices and penalized for bad 
choices and learns from each choice. RL tries to 
mimic the way that humans learn new things, not from 
a teacher but via interaction with the environment. 
At the end, the RL learns to achieve a goal in an 
uncertain, potentially complex environment.

Understanding Reinforcement Learning

How does one learn cycling? How does a baby 
learn to walk? How do we become better at doing 
something with more practice? Let us explore 
learning to cycle to illustrate the idea behind RL.

Did somebody tell you how to cycle or gave you 

steps to follow? Or did you learn it by spending hours 
watching videos of people cycling? All these will 
surely give you an idea about cycling; but will it be 
enough to actually get you cycling? The answer is no. 
You learn to cycle only by cycling (action). Through 
trials and errors (practice), and going through all the 
positive experiences (positive reward) and negative 
experiences (negative rewards or punishments), 
before getting your balance and control right 
(maximum reward or best outcome). This analogy of 
how our brain learns cycling applies to reinforcement 
learning. Through trials, errors, and rewards, it finds 
the best course of action.
Components of Reinforcement Learning

The major components of RL are as detailed below:

Gireesh Sreedhar KP
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• Agent: Agent is the part of RL which takes 
actions, receives rewards for actions and gets a 
new environment state as a result of the action 
taken. In the cycling analogy, the agent is a 
human brain that decides what action to take and 
gets rewarded (falling is negative and riding is 
positive).

• Environment: The environment represents the 
outside world (only relevant part of the world 
which the agent needs to know about to take 
actions) that interacts with agents. In the cycling 
analogy, the environment is the cycling track and 
the objects as seen by the rider.

• State: State is the condition or position in which 
the agent is currently exhibiting or residing. In 
the cycling analogy, it will be the speed of cycle, 
tilting of the handle, tilting of the cycle, etc.

• Action: What the agent does while interacting 
with the environment is referred to as action. In 
the cycling analogy, it will be to peddle harder (if 

the decision is to increase speed), apply brakes 
(if the decision is to reduce speed), tilt handle, tilt 
body, etc.

• Rewards: Reward is an indicator to the agent on 
how good or bad the action taken was. In the 
cycling analogy, it can be +1 for not falling, -10 for 
hitting obstacles and -100 for falling, the reward 
for outcomes (+1, -10, -100) are defined while 
building the RL agent. Since the agent wants to 
maximize rewards, it avoids hitting and always 
tries to avoid falling.

Characteristics of Reinforcement Learning

Instead of simply scanning the datasets to find a 
mathematical equation that can reproduce historical 
outcomes like other Machine Learning techniques, 
reinforcement learning is focused on discovering the 
optimal actions that will lead to the desired outcome.

There are no supervisors to guide the model on how 
well it is doing. The RL agent gets a scalar reward and 
tries to figure out how good the action was.
Feedback is delayed. The agent gets an instant 
reward for action, however, the long-term effect 
of an action is known only later. Just like a move in 

chess may seem good at the time it is made, but may 
turn out to be a bad long term move as the game 
progress.

Time matters (sequential). People who are familiar 
with supervised and unsupervised learning will know 
that the sequence in which data is used for training 
does not matter for the outcome. However, for RL, 
since action and reward at current state influence 
future state and action, the time and sequence of 
data matters.

Action affects subsequent data RL agent receives.

Why Reinforcement Learning

The type of problems that reinforcement learning 
solves are simply beyond human capabilities. They 
are even beyond the solving capabilities of ML 
techniques. Besides, RL eliminates the need for 
data to learn, as the agent learns by interacting with 
the environment. This is a great advantage to solve 
problems where data availability or data collection is 
an issue.

Reinforcement Learning applications

RL is the darling of ML researchers now. It is 
advancing with incredible pace, to solve business and 
industrial problems and garnering a lot of attention 
due to its potential. Going forward, RL will be core to 
organizations’ AI strategies.

Reinforcement Learning at GAVS

Reinforcement Learning is core to GAVS’ AI strategy 
and is being actively pursued to power the IP led 
AIOps platform - Zero Incident FrameworkTM (ZIF). We 
had our first success on RL; developing an RL agent 
for automated log rotation in servers. 
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DESIGN 
THINKING 
ON BIG DATA 
ARCHITECTURE 
FOR AI/ML 
PLATFORMS

Bargunan Somasundaram

The core of any organization is its data – the crown 
jewels. Gone are the days where ‘locking up the 
crown jewels’ sustained businesses. Big data enables 
unlocking big insights to find newer business 
opportunities. Big data is the megatrend because it 
turns data into information, information into insights 
and insights are the business! The arrival of Big data 
also rung the death knell for customer segmentation, 
since each data over a period is a customer. Analyzing 
them uncovers the hidden patterns, unknown 
correlations, market trends, customer preferences, 
and other useful information. These help in making 
sound decisions at the macro level and focus on 
smaller areas of opportunities that might have gone 
unnoticed. The bigger the data, the more you get to 

focus on, eliminating the Marketing Myopia.

“If you torture the data long enough, it will confess.” 
- Ronald H. Coase

Roman census Approach for AI/ML platforms

Applying Big Data analytics in any business is never 
a cakewalk. To harness the value of big data, a robust 
Data Processing Architecture must be designed. 
One of the cornerstones of big data architecture 
is its processing, referred to as the ‘Roman census 
approach’. This approach, architecturally, is at the core 
of the functioning of big data. This approach enables 
big data architecture to accommodate the processing 
of almost unlimited amounts of data.

About 2000 years ago, the Romans decided that they 
wanted to tax everyone in the Roman Empire. But to 
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do so, they had to have a census. They quickly figured 
out that trying to get every person in the Roman 
Empire to march through the gates of Rome to be 
counted was an impossibility. There were Roman 
citizens across the known world of that time. Trying to 
transport everyone on ships, carts and donkeys to and 
from the city of Rome was next to impossible.

So, the Romans realized that creating a census where 
the processing (i.e. counting) was done centrally 
was not going to work. They solved the problem by 
creating a body of census takers and sending them 
all over the Roman Empire. The results of the census 
were then tabulated centrally in Rome.

Similarly, the work being done was sent to the 
data, rather than trying to send the data to a central 
location and doing the work in one place. By 
distributing the processing, the Romans solved the 
problem of creating a census over a large diverse 
population.

“Distribute the processing, not the data”

Processing is not centralized, instead it is distributed 
if the amount of data to be processed is humongous. 
In doing so, it’s easy to service the processing over an 
effectively unlimited amount of data. Well-architected 
big data platform runs the AI/ML/DL algorithms in a 
distributed fashion on data.

The common components of big data architecture 
for AI/ML

Data sources

All big data solutions start with one or more data 
sources.  This can include data from relational 
databases, data from real-time sources (such as 
IoT devices), social media data like twitter streams, 
LinkedIn updates, real-time user tracking clickstream 
logs, web server logs, network logs, storage logs, 

device logs, among others.

Real-time message ingestion

This layer is the first step for the data coming from 
variable sources to start its journey. Data here is 
prioritized and categorized, which makes it flow 
smoothly in further layers. The big data architecture 
must include a way to capture and store real-time 
messages for stream processing. This might be 
a simple data store, where incoming messages 
are dropped into Hadoop or caught in Kafka for 
processing. However, many solutions need a message 
ingestion store to act as a buffer for messages, and to 
support scale-out processing, reliable delivery, and 
other message queuing semantics. This portion of a 
streaming architecture is often referred to as stream 
buffering. Options include Azure Event Hubs, Azure IoT 
Hub, Apache Kafka, Apache Flume, Apache Nifi and 
Elasticsearch with Logstash.

Data storage

A robust, linearly scalable data store is needed for an 
all-encompassing big data platform, since this layer is 
at the receiving end for the big data. It receives data 
from the various data sources and stores it in the most 
appropriate manner. This layer can even change the 
format of the data per the requirements of the system. 
For example, batch processing data is generally 
stored in a distributed file storage system such as 
HDFS that can store high volume data that too in 
different formats. On the other hand, structured data 
can be stored using RDBMS only. It all depends on the 
format of the data and the purpose. 

Apache HBase, Apache Cassandra, MongoDB, Neo4j, 
CouchDB, Riak, Apache Hive, Azure CosmosDB etc. 
are some of the NoSQL data stores that could be 
employed in a Big Data architecture

Batch processing

Often the data sets are so large, and the big data 
architecture must process data files using long-
running batch jobs to filter, aggregate, and prepare 
the data for advanced analytics. Usually these jobs 
involve reading source files, processing them, and 
writing the output to new files. 

The datasets in batch processing are typically

• bounded: batch datasets represent a finite 
collection of data

• persistent: data is almost always backed by some 
type of permanent storage

• large: batch operations are often the only option 
for processing extremely large sets of data

Batch processing is well-suited for calculations where 
access to a complete set of records is required. For 
instance, when calculating totals and averages, 
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datasets must be treated holistically instead of as 
a collection of individual records. These operations 
require that state be maintained for the duration of the 
calculations. Batch processing works well in situations 
where there isn’t any need for real-time analytics 
results, and when it is more important to process 
large volumes of information than it is to get quick 
analytics results.
Apache Hadoop and its MapReduce processing 
engine offer a well-tested batch processing model 
that is best suited for handling larger data sets where 
time is not a significant factor. The Apache Spark 
framework is the new kid on the block, that can run 
programs up to 100x faster than Hadoop MapReduce 
in memory, or 10x faster on disk. Scala, Java, Python 
and R are the supported languages for spark.

Stream processing

Stream processing is a golden key in generating 
analytics results in real-time. Stream processing 
allows to process data in real-time as they arrive and 
quickly detect conditions from the point of receiving 
the data. Stream processing allows you to feed data 
into analytics tools as soon as they get generated and 
get instant analytics results. There are multiple open 
source stream processing platforms such as Apache 
Kafka, Confluent KSQL, Spark Streaming, Apache 
Beam, Apache Flink, Apache Storm, Apache Samza, 
etc.

Analytical data store

After batch or stream processing the generated 
analytical data must be stored in a data store. 
Operational Data Systems, consisting largely of 
transactional data, are built for quicker updates. 
Analytical Data Systems, which are intended for 
decision making, are built for more efficient analysis. 
Thus, analytical data is not a one-size-fits-all by 
any stretch of the imagination! Analytical data is 
best stored in a Data System designed for heavy 
aggregation, data mining, and ad hoc queries, called 
an Online Analytical Processing system, OLAP. Many 
big data solutions prepare data for analysis and then 
serve the processed data in a structured format 
that can be queried using analytical tools. Some of 
them are Apache Druid, Apache Hive, Azure Synapse 
Analytics, Elasticsearch, Apache SOLR, Amazon 
Redshift, among others.

Analysis and reporting

The goal of most big data solutions is to provide 

insights into the data through analysis and reporting. 
To empower users to analyze the data, the 
architecture may include a data modeling layer, such 
as a multidimensional OLAP cube or a custom UI. It 
might also support self-service BI, using the modeling 
and visualization technologies in Microsoft Power 
BI or Microsoft Excel or Qlik sense, etc. Analysis and 
reporting can also take the form of interactive data 
exploration by data scientists or data analysts.  A 
noteworthy reporting tool is Apache Zeppelin, a web-
based notebook that enables data-driven, interactive 
data analytics and collaborative documents with SQL, 
Scala.

Orchestration

Most big data solutions consist of repeated data 
processing operations, encapsulated in workflows, 
that transform source data, move data between 
multiple sources and sinks, load the processed 
data into an analytical data store, or push the results 
straight to a report or dashboard. To automate these 
workflows, orchestration technologies like Azkaban, 
Luigi, Azure Data Factory, Apache Oozie and Apache 
Sqoop can be employed. 

Conclusion

“Without big data analytics, companies are blind 
and deaf, wandering out onto the web like deer on a 

freeway.” – Geoffrey Moore

Big data is a broad, rapidly evolving topic. While it 
is not well-suited for all types of computing, many 
organizations are turning to big data for certain 
types of workloads and using it to supplement 
their existing analysis and business tools. Big data 
systems are uniquely suited for finding patterns like 
correlation, prediction, anomalies and providing 
insight into behaviors that are impossible to find 
through conventional means. By correctly designing 
their architecture that deal with big data, organizations 
can gain incredible value from data that is already 
available.
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MY JOURNEY AT 
GAVS

Nitu Singh

I completed my education and started my 
professional journey at Ranchi (a city in eastern India). 
Through GAVS, I got the opportunity to travel down 
to the south of India, and experience the renowned 
hospitality of Chennai. And on the very first day, I was 
taken in by the city’s warmth. 

I received a warm welcome and was put up at the 
company guest house. The food in this part of India 
is a stark contrast to the type of food I have eaten 
all my life, even though I have been exposed to it 
during my brief stints at 2 other south Indian cities. It 
didn’t take me long to get used to it. Another major 
change was the local language. I had no clue how to 
engage in informal conversations without knowing the 
language. But the people around helped me ease into 
making this my home. I soon moved into a lake-side 
apartment, not far away from my office. 

I was overwhelmed with the warm welcome on the 
first day at GAVS. Apart from the regular onboarding 
activities, the team made sure all the new joiners 
felt comfortable, a reassurance that I made the right 
choice to accept this opportunity. I was introduced to 
the RITE values of GAVS and gradually understood 
that it is something that every GAVSian swears by. 

It stands for Respect, Integrity, Trust and Empathy; 
values that are practiced in all ways and forms here.

I was recruited for Talent Acquisition, but had very 
little experience in it. I could not have come this far 
without the guidance and support of my manager, 
department head and my teammates. Continuous 
collaborative sessions and an open-door policy 
followed by the leaders got me going and thus 
increased my confidence. 

I loved the fact that I got the opportunity to work 
on various customer engagements and teams. The 
Talent Acquisition team is strategically integrated 
with the Customer Success team here at GAVS. I was 
particularly intrigued by the role of Customer Success 
Managers (CSMs) as they have a lot of responsibility 
in these engagements. It’s amazing how much I got to 
learn while working with them. Frequent discussions 
with the CSMs and my leadership team helped me 
understand the broader goals of individual customer 
engagements; which is significant to success in a 
role like mine. I also had opportunities to participate 
directly in customer discussions and understand their 
objectives and goals and align our processes and 
approach to meet and exceed those. 

My biggest challenge came in the middle of 2019 
when I was given a crucial healthcare customer. We 
had to significantly ramp up our hiring in very little 
time. Our team spent long days and even some 
weekends at the office to meet client requirements. 
We went that extra mile and worked hard as a team 
to overcome all the obstacles. We did some creative 
branding and communication both internally and 
externally and that boosted our pace. Every step of 
the way, GAVSians stood up to support and that was a 
heartening sight when we were going through some 
serious challenges. 

The various training programs like ‘customer centricity’, 
‘business communication’, ‘accountability and 
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ownership’ helped me further expand my thinking 
and modify my approach to the day-to-day tasks 
and challenges. But the real game-changers were 
the strategic learning initiatives. We underwent 
rigorous coaching and assessment in Business 
Communication conducted by the British Council. 
I learnt the nuances of communication and learnt 
how it can enhance communication. No wonder I can 
articulate my thoughts and present them to you all 
now!

I participated in a Customer-Centric Leadership 
Program completely driven by senior professors of 
premier B-school, Great Lakes School of Management 
(GLIM). The sessions ranged from Self Awareness, 
Interpersonal skills, handling intellectual and 
emotional intelligence, to optimizing and rationalizing 
processes for excellence and broader aspects of 
various leadership styles. How do we become self-
aware and how do we make things happen? This 
allowed me to hone my inherent leadership skills and 
cultivate some more.

We also participated in a rigorous training program 
on Leadership and Critical Thinking conducted by 
IIT-Madras. This program was all about critical thinking 
and systems design especially in an ambiguous 
environment coupled with humane approaches to 
the same. The program also covered aspects of 
randomness and ambiguity of data, especially while 

making critical decisions and applying it to day-to-day 
management. There were some interesting sessions 
on strategy and business models and the art of 
negotiation. How many people get the opportunity to 
partake in such tailored programs from such premier 
institutes? We did, and I am thankful to GAVS for this 
golden opportunity, as clichéd as it may sound. I am 
sure all of this and my experience at GAVS will help 
me greatly in not just my professional but also my 
personal growth. 

The women’s role model series at GAVS has also 
helped me along my journey. Listening to the 
inspirational stories of eminent women who’ve broken 
the glass ceiling and paved their own paths makes 
me feel I can do it too. 

I always thought that recruitment is a thankless 
job but my time at GAVS changed that perception. 
I am currently working for a crucial client and I’m 
responsible for hiring for some key strategic positions. 
I get noticed and appreciated for the work that I do. 
The practice at GAVS of giving out Thank You cards 
and other spot recognitions is also very motivating. 
 
The climate of Chennai did make me think twice 
about continuing in this city. But considering all that 
this city and GAVS has given me, I wouldn’t give it up 
for the world!
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- Herman Melville

“It is better to fail in 
originality than to succeed 

in imitation.”
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